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Memories form an increasingly important part of any electronic system, complying with the 
ever-growing demand for large size data handling and storage. In order to optimize both system 
performance and cost, a combination of three different memory types is conventionally used: 
SRAM for on-chip ultra-fast (cash) memory, DRAM for fast access working memory, and non-
volatile Flash for (slow but) low cost storage memory. While SRAM is based on conventional 
CMOS technology, both DRAM and Flash have evolved to very specific technologies and are 
mainly implemented on separate chips. 
 
Future system operation, however, may be in jeopardy as all these three conventional 
memories are facing important roadblocks towards further technology scaling. Solutions that 
are currently pursued surpass conventional scaling engineering and material improvements, 
and increasingly rely on new integration paradigms as 3D memory.  
 
In parallel, new emerging memory concepts based on resistive switching (RRAM, PCM and STT-
MRAM) are intensively investigated as possible replacing candidates. Particular of interest, 
however, seems their potential as a new class of memory, called storage class memory. Indeed, 
from a system perspective there is a huge gap in access time between DRAM and Flash, and 
system performance could be considerably improved by a so-called storage class memory 
technology that combines non-volatility with an intermediate speed.(and cost), like the recently 
announced 3D XpointTM memory. 
 
This short course will discuss in detail the status and evolution of both DRAM and Flash memory 
technologies as well of the major emerging new memories (ReRAM, PCM and STT-MRAM). On 
the other hand, it will give a system-based view on the requirement for memories that drives 
their future technology roadmap as well as possible applications. 
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